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DOCENTE: Prof. SALVATORE PENSABENE LIONTI
PREREQUISITES Knowledge of basic law, history and economy

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understandind skills.
Fundamental knowledge of public law (both constitutional law and administrative
one also referring to european law)
Learning skills.
Methodology  used  to  link  difference  aspects  of  public  law  also  referring  to
specificand real topics
Indipendent learning skills.
To promote self consciousness, to analize the process of democratitazion by the
study of public law.
Comunicative skills.
Ability to reach autonomy in organizing and managing juridical techiniques.
Learning skills.
Approach  to  reach,  individuate  and  solve  juridical  matters  expecially  of  public
law.

ASSESSMENT METHODS It consist of three or four questions refer to the general part of the programme; 
the other questions concern the specific knowledgment of the topic. The final 
test aims to evaluate either the knowledgment  and understanding of the subject 
or the communication and the learning skills.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The aim of course is to raise the fundamental principles of public law. Which are 
expecially characterized by shift between authority adn freedom.

TEACHING METHODS Frontal lessons, classroom exercises, other

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY Barbera-Fusaro, Corso di diritto pubblico, il Mulino, Bologna; Caretti-De Siervo, 
Diritto costituzionale e pubblico, Giappichelli, Torino; Rescigno, Corso di diritto 
pubblico, Zanichelli, Milano. Parte speciale S. Pensabene Lionti (a cura di) , 
Tutela dei diritti e policentrismo giuridico tra rivendicazione nazionalistiche e 
dinamiche dell'integrazione comunitarie, Giappichelli, Torino (due saggi a 
scelta); si consiglia altresi' la lettura di "S.Pensabene Lionti - analisi di taluni 
profili della responsabilita' della pubblica amministrazione per la lesione degli 
interessi legittimi", Giappichelli (Torino)

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching
12 State; Sovereignty; social and juridical system

The Italian juridical sources and their pecularity
The fundamentale rights - National States and European Union
Crise of the shape of the system for all that regards power of division

8 The European sources and the Italian system;
Other systems' sources and their relationships with the Italian system

8 Role of "jurisdictio" in the several aspects of the sources.
Constitution and fundamental rights - CEDU - The economical Constitution.

20 Consttitution and political power - The government shapes - The Parlament - The President of the Repubblic - 
The electoral system - The institute of direct democracy - The constitutional organization of public powers - 
Regions and local administration - Organization of  public admistration - Administrative acts and defence of 
individuale juridical situations -The indipendent Authority - The jurisditional guarantee - The constitutional 
justice - The dialogue between the Courts
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